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Looking for a restaurant, a bar, a pub or just to have 
fun in London? Search no more! This application has 
all the information you need:
• You can search for every type of food you want: 
french, british, chinese, indian etc.
• You can use it if you are in a car, on a bicycle or 
walking
• You can view all objectives on the map
• You can search objectives
• You can view objectives near you
• You can view directions (visual route, distance and 
duration)
• You can use it with Street View
• You can use it with Navigation
Keywords: london, restaurants, bars, pubs, food, 
breakfast, lunch, dinner, meal, eat, supper, street 
view, navigation
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• “London Restaurants” is a 
“travel” app


• For “travel” apps, sending 
account infos is abnormal


• For “messaging” apps, 
this is far more likely

What is normal?
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ABSTRACT
How do we know a program does what it claims to do? After clus-
tering Android apps by their description topics, we identify out-
liers in each cluster with respect to their API usage. A “weather”
app that sends messages thus becomes an anomaly; likewise, a
“messaging” app would typically not be expected to access the cur-
rent location. Applied on a set of 22,500+ Android applications,
our CHABADA prototype identified several anomalies; additionally,
it flagged 56% of novel malware as such, without requiring any
known malware patterns.

1. INTRODUCTION
Checking whether a program does what it claims to do is a long-

standing problem for developers. Unfortunately, it now has become
a problem for computer users, too. Whenever we install a new app,
we run the risk of the app being “malware”—that is, to act against
the interests of its users.

Research and industry so far have focused on detecting malware
by checking static code and dynamic behavior against predefined
patterns of malicious behavior. However, this will not help against
new attacks, as it is hard to define in advance whether some pro-
gram behavior will be beneficial or malicious. The problem is that
any specification on what makes behavior beneficial or malicious
very much depends on the current context. In the mobile world, for
instance, behavior considered malicious in one app may well be a
feature of another app:

• An app that sends a text message to a premium number to
raise money is suspicious? Maybe, but on Android, this is a
legitimate payment method for unlocking game features.

• An app that tracks your current position is malicious? Not if
it is a navigation app, a trail tracker, or a map application.

• An application that takes all of your contacts and sends them
to some server is malicious? This is what WhatsApp does
upon initialization, one of the world’s most popular mobile
messaging applications.
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Figure 1: Detecting applications with unadvertised behavior.
Starting from a collection of “good” apps (1), we identify their
description topics (2) to form clusters of related apps (3). For
each cluster, we identify the APIs used, grouped by related per-
mission (4), and can then identify outliers that use APIs that are
uncommon for that cluster (5).

The question thus is not whether the behavior of an app matches
a specific pattern or not; it is whether the program behaves as ad-
vertised. In all the examples above, the user would be informed and
asked for authorization before any questionable behavior. It is the
covert behavior that is questionable or downright malicious.

In this paper, we attempt to check implemented app behavior
against advertised app behavior. Our domain is Android apps,
so chosen because of its market share and history of attacks and
frauds. As a proxy for the advertised behavior of an app, we use
its natural language description from the Google Play Store. As a
proxy for its implemented behavior, we use the set of Android ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) that are used from within
the app binary. The key idea is to associate descriptions and API us-
age to detect anomalies: “This ‘weather’ application accesses the
messaging API, which is unusual for this category.”

Specifically, our CHABADA approach1 takes five steps, illustrated
in Figure 1 and detailed later in the paper:

1. CHABADA starts with a collection of 22,500+ “good” An-
droid applications downloaded from the Google Play Store.

1CHABADA stands for CHecking App Behavior Against Descrip-
tions of Apps. “Chabada” is a French word for the base ternary
rhythm pattern in Jazz.
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looking for a restaurant, a bar, a pub or just to have 
fun in london? search no more! this application has all 
the information you need:
• you can search for every type of food you want: 
french, british, chinese, indian etc.
• you can use it if you are in a car, on a bicycle or 
walking
• you can view all objectives on the map
• you can search objectives
• you can view objectives near you
• you can view directions (visual route, distance and 
duration)
• you can use it with street view
• you can use it with navigation
keywords: london, restaurants, bars, pubs, food, 
breakfast, lunch, dinner, meal, eat, supper, street 
view, navigation
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Table 1: Topics mined from Android Apps
Id Assigned Name Most Representative Words (stemmed)
0 “personalize” galaxi, nexu, device, screen, effect, instal,

customis
1 “game and cheat

sheets”
game, video, page, cheat, link, tip, trick

2 “money” slot, machine, money, poker, currenc, market,
trade, stock, casino coin, finance

3 “tv” tv, channel, countri, live, watch, germani, na-
tion, bbc, newspap

4 “music” music, song, radio, play, player, listen
5 “holidays” and

religion
christmas, halloween, santa, year, holiday, is-
lam, god

6 “navigation and
travel”

map, inform, track, gps, navig, travel

7 “language” language, word, english, learn, german,
translat

8 “share” email, ad, support, facebook, share, twitter,
rate, suggest

9 “weather and stars” weather, forecast, locate, temperatur, map,
city, light

10 “files and video” file, download, video, media, support, man-
age, share, view, search

11 “photo and social” photo, friend, facebook, share, love, twitter,
pictur, chat, messag, galleri, hot, send social

12 “cars” car, race, speed, drive, vehicl, bike, track
13 “design and art” life, peopl, natur, form, feel, learn, art, design,

uniqu, effect, modern
14 “food and recipes” recip, cake, chicken, cook, food
15 “personalize” theme, launcher, download, install, icon,

menu
16 “health” weight, bodi, exercise, diet, workout, medic
17 “travel” citi, guid, map, travel, flag, countri, attract
18 “kids and bodies” kid, anim, color, girl, babi, pictur, fun, draw,

design, learn
19 “ringtones and

sound”
sound, rington, alarm, notif, music

20 “game” game, plai, graphic, fun, jump, level, ball, 3d,
score

21 “search and
browse”

search, icon, delet, bookmark, link, homepag,
shortcut, browser

22 “battle games” story, game, monster, zombi, war, battle
23 “settings and utils” screen, set, widget, phone, batteri
24 “sports” team, football, leagu, player, sport, basketbal
25 “wallpapers” wallpap, live, home, screen, background,

menu
26 “connection” device, connect, network, wifi, blootooth, in-

ternet, remot, server
27 “policies and ads” live, ad, home, applovin, notif, data, polici, pri-

vacy, share, airpush, advertis
28 “popular media” seri, video, film, album, movi, music, award,

star, fan, show, gangnam, top, bieber
29 “puzzle and card

games”
game, plai, level, puzzl, player, score, chal-
leng, card

2.4 Clustering Apps with K-means
Topic modeling can only assign application descriptions to top-

ics with a certain probability. What we need, though, is to identify
groups of applications that are similar according to their descrip-
tions. We use K-means, one of the most common clustering al-
gorithms, for this step. Given a set of elements and the number
of clusters K to be identified, K-means identifies one centroid for
each cluster, and then associates each element of the data set to the
nearest centroid, thus identifying clusters.

In this context, we use applications as the elements to be clus-
tered, and we use the probabilities of belonging to topics as fea-
tures. As an example, Table 2 shows four applications app1 to app4,
with the corresponding probabilities of belonging to topics. If we
applied K-means to partition the set of applications into two clus-
ters, it would create one cluster with app1 and app3, and a second
cluster with app2 and app4.

2.5 Finding the Best Number of Clusters
One of the challenges with K-means is to estimate the number

Table 2: Four applications and their likelihoods of belonging to
specific topics

Application topic1 topic2 topic3 topic4
app1 0.60 0.40 — —
app2 — — 0.70 0.30
app3 0.50 0.30 — 0.20
app4 — — 0.40 0.60

of clusters that should be created. The algorithm either needs to be
given some initial potential centroids, or the number K of clusters
to identify. There exist several approaches to identify the best solu-
tion, among a set of possible solutions. Therefore, we run K-means
several times, each time with a different K number to obtain a set
of clusterings we would then be able to evaluate. The range for K
covers solutions among two extremes: having a small number of
clusters (even just 2) with a large variety of apps; or having many
clusters (potentially even one per app) and thus being very specific.
We fixed num_topics ⇥ 4 as upper bound because in our settings,
an application can belong to up to 4 topics.

To identify the best solution, i.e. the best number of clusters, we
used the elements silhouette, as discussed in [19]. The silhouette of
an element is the measure of how closely the element is matched to
the other elements within its cluster and how loosely it is matched
to other elements of the neighboring clusters. When the value of
the silhouette of an element is close to 1, it means that the element
is in the appropriate cluster. If the value is close to �1, instead, it
means that the element is in the wrong cluster. Thus, to identify the
best solution, we compute the average of the elements’ silhouette
for each solution using K as the number of clusters, and we select
the solution whose silhouette was closest to 1.

2.6 Resulting App Clusters
Table 3 shows the list of clusters that were identified for the

22,521 apps that we analyzed. Each of these 32 clusters contains
apps whose descriptions contain similar topics, listed under “Most
Important Topics”. The percentages reported in the last column
represent the weight of specific topics within each cluster.

The clusters we identified pretty much differ from the categories
one would find in an app store such as the Google Play Store. Clus-
ter 22 (“advertisements”), for instance, is filled with applications
that do nothing but display ads in one way or another; these apps
typically promise or provide some user benefit in return. Cluster 16
(“connection”) represents all application that deal with Bluetooth,
Wi-Fi, etc.; there is no such category in the Google Play Store. The
several “wallpaper” clusters, from adult themes to religion, simply
represent the fact that several apps offer very little functionality.

The London Restaurants app ended up in Cluster 12, together
with other applications that are mostly about navigation and travels.
These are the clusters of apps related by their descriptions in which
we now can search for outliers with respect to their behavior.

2.7 Alternative Clustering Approaches
As with most scientific work, the approach presented in this pa-

per only came to be through several detours, dead-ends, and re-
finements. We briefly list the most important ones here as to have
future researchers avoid some of the problems we encountered.

Usage of topics. One might wonder if it is really necessary to clus-
ter based on topics instead of clustering plain descriptions
directly. The reason is that K-means, as well as any other
clustering algorithm, works better when few features are in-
volved. Hence, abstracting descriptions into topics was cru-
cial to obtain better clustering results.

Topics
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ABSTRACT
How do we know a program does what it claims to do? After clus-
tering Android apps by their description topics, we identify out-
liers in each cluster with respect to their API usage. A “weather”
app that sends messages thus becomes an anomaly; likewise, a
“messaging” app would typically not be expected to access the cur-
rent location. Applied on a set of 22,500+ Android applications,
our CHABADA prototype identified several anomalies; additionally,
it flagged 56% of novel malware as such, without requiring any
known malware patterns.

1. INTRODUCTION
Checking whether a program does what it claims to do is a long-

standing problem for developers. Unfortunately, it now has become
a problem for computer users, too. Whenever we install a new app,
we run the risk of the app being “malware”—that is, to act against
the interests of its users.

Research and industry so far have focused on detecting malware
by checking static code and dynamic behavior against predefined
patterns of malicious behavior. However, this will not help against
new attacks, as it is hard to define in advance whether some pro-
gram behavior will be beneficial or malicious. The problem is that
any specification on what makes behavior beneficial or malicious
very much depends on the current context. In the mobile world, for
instance, behavior considered malicious in one app may well be a
feature of another app:

• An app that sends a text message to a premium number to
raise money is suspicious? Maybe, but on Android, this is a
legitimate payment method for unlocking game features.

• An app that tracks your current position is malicious? Not if
it is a navigation app, a trail tracker, or a map application.

• An application that takes all of your contacts and sends them
to some server is malicious? This is what WhatsApp does
upon initialization, one of the world’s most popular mobile
messaging applications.
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Figure 1: Detecting applications with unadvertised behavior.
Starting from a collection of “good” apps (1), we identify their
description topics (2) to form clusters of related apps (3). For
each cluster, we identify the APIs used, grouped by related per-
mission (4), and can then identify outliers that use APIs that are
uncommon for that cluster (5).

The question thus is not whether the behavior of an app matches
a specific pattern or not; it is whether the program behaves as ad-
vertised. In all the examples above, the user would be informed and
asked for authorization before any questionable behavior. It is the
covert behavior that is questionable or downright malicious.

In this paper, we attempt to check implemented app behavior
against advertised app behavior. Our domain is Android apps,
so chosen because of its market share and history of attacks and
frauds. As a proxy for the advertised behavior of an app, we use
its natural language description from the Google Play Store. As a
proxy for its implemented behavior, we use the set of Android ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) that are used from within
the app binary. The key idea is to associate descriptions and API us-
age to detect anomalies: “This ‘weather’ application accesses the
messaging API, which is unusual for this category.”

Specifically, our CHABADA approach1 takes five steps, illustrated
in Figure 1 and detailed later in the paper:

1. CHABADA starts with a collection of 22,500+ “good” An-
droid applications downloaded from the Google Play Store.

1CHABADA stands for CHecking App Behavior Against Descrip-
tions of Apps. “Chabada” is a French word for the base ternary
rhythm pattern in Jazz.

CHABADA
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Table 3: Clusters of applications. “Size” is the number of appli-
cations in the respective cluster. “Most Important Topics” list
the three most prevalent topics; most important (> 10%) shown
in bold. Topics less than 1% not listed.

Id Assigned Name Size Most Important Topics
1 “sharing” 1,453 share (53%), settings and utils,

navigation and travel
2 “puzzle and card

games”
953 puzzle and card games (78%),

share, game
3 “memory puzzles” 1,069 puzzle and card games (40%),

game (12%), share
4 “music” 714 music (58%), share, settings and

utils
5 “music videos” 773 popular media (44%), holidays

and religion (20%), share
6 “religious

wallpapers”
367 holidays and religion (56%), de-

sign and art, wallpapers
7 “language” 602 language (67%), share, settings

and utils
8 “cheat sheets” 785 game and cheat sheets (76%),

share, popular media
9 “utils” 1,300 settings and utils (62%), share,

connection
10 “sports game” 1,306 game (63%), battle games, puzzle

and card games
11 “battle games” 953 battle games (60%), game

(11%), design and art
12 “navigation and

travel”
1,273 navigation and travel (64%),

share, travel
13 “money” 589 money (57%), puzzle and card

games, settings and utils
14 “kids” 1,001 kids and bodies (62%), share,

puzzle and card games
15 “personalize” 304 personalize (71%), wallpapers

(15%), settings and utils
16 “connection” 823 connection (63%), settings and

utils, share
17 “health” 669 health (63%), design and art,

share
18 “weather” 282 weather and stars (61%), set-

tings and utils (11%), navigation
and travel

19 “sports” 580 sports (62%), share, popular me-
dia

20 “files and videos” 679 files and videos (63%), share,
settings and utils

21 “search and browse” 363 search and browse (64%), game,
puzzle and card games

22 “advertisements” 380 policies and ads (97%)
23 “design and art” 978 design and art (48%), share,

game
24 “car games” 449 cars (51%), game, puzzle and

card games
25 “tv live” 500 tv (57%), share, navigation and

travel
26 “adult photo” 828 photo and social (59%), share,

settings and utils
27 “adult wallpapers” 543 wallpapers (51%), share, kids

and bodies
28 “ad wallpapers” 180 policies and ads (46%), wallpa-

pers, settings and utils
29 “ringtones and

sound”
662 ringtones and sound (68%),

share, settings and utils
30 “theme wallpapers” 593 wallpapers (90%), holidays and

religion, share
31 “personalize” 402 personalize (86%), share, set-

tings and utils
32 “settings and

wallpapers”
251 settings and utils (37%), wallpa-

pers (37%), personalize

Usage of clusters. Having just one dominant topic for applications
did not yield as good results, since several applications may
incorporate multiple topics at once. This also excluded the
usage of the given Google Play Store categories as a cluster-
ing strategy. Despite one might argue that clustering does not
produce different results than just clustering on the predom-
inant topics (the number of topics and cluster is almost the
same), one should also notice that clusters have quite differ-
ent features than topics.

Table 4: Sensitive APIs used in London Restaurants. The bold
APIs make this app an outlier in its cluster.
android.net.ConnectivityManager.getActiveNetworkInfo()
android.webkit.WebView()
java.net.HttpURLConnection.connect()
android.app.NotificationManager.notify()
java.net.URL.openConnection()
android.telephony.TelephonyManager.getDeviceId()
org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient()
org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient.execute()
android.location.LocationManager.getBestProvider()
android.telephony.TelephonyManager.getLine1Number()
android.net.wifi.WifiManager.isWifiEnabled()
android.accounts.AccountManager.getAccountsByType()
android.net.wifi.WifiManager.getConnectionInfo()
android.location.LocationManager.getLastKnownLocation()
android.location.LocationManager.isProviderEnabled()
android.location.LocationManager.requestLocationUpdates()
android.net.NetworkInfo.isConnectedOrConnecting()
android.net.ConnectivityManager.getAllNetworkInfo()

For instance, Cluster 22 (“advertisements”) groups applica-
tions whose main topic is about wallpapers and mention in
the description that the application is using advertisements.
This contrasts to Cluster 32 (“settings and wallpapers”), for
instance, which also groups applications that are about wall-
papers, but do not mention advertisements in the description.

One cluster per app. As it is now, each application belongs to one
cluster, which may incorporate multiple topics. This leads to
a good clustering of similar apps. A yet unexplored alterna-
tive is to allow an app to be a member of multiple clusters.
This might potentially provide better clustering results.

Choice of clustering method. Before using K-means, we experi-
mented with formal concept analysis to detect related con-
cepts of topics and features [24]; however, our implementa-
tion would be overwhelmed by the number of apps and top-
ics.

Low quality apps. App stores like the Google Play Store contain
several free applications of questionable value. Restricting
our approach to a minimum number of downloads or user
ratings may yield very different results. But then, we want to
identify outliers before users see them.

3. IDENTIFYING OUTLIERS BY APIS
Now that we have clustered apps based on similarity of their de-

scription topics, we can search for outliers regarding their actual
behavior. Section 3.1 shows how we extract API features from An-
droid binaries. Section 3.2 focuses on APIs controlled by permis-
sions. Section 3.3 describes how CHABADA detects API outliers.

3.1 Extracting API Usage
As discussed in the introduction, we use static API usage as a

proxy for behavior. Going for API usage is straightforward: While
Android bytecode can also be subject to advanced static analysis
such as information flow analysis and standard obfuscation tech-
niques that easily thwart any static analysis, API usage has to be
explicitly declared; and in Android binaries, as in most binaries on
other platforms, static API usage is easy to extract. For each An-
droid application, we extracted the (binary) APK file with apktool6;
and with a smali disassembler, we extracted all API invocations,
including the number of call sites for each API.
6
https://code.google.com/p/android-apktool

Clusters
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new attacks, as it is hard to define in advance whether some pro-
gram behavior will be beneficial or malicious. The problem is that
any specification on what makes behavior beneficial or malicious
very much depends on the current context. In the mobile world, for
instance, behavior considered malicious in one app may well be a
feature of another app:

• An app that sends a text message to a premium number to
raise money is suspicious? Maybe, but on Android, this is a
legitimate payment method for unlocking game features.
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new attacks, as it is hard to define in advance whether some pro-
gram behavior will be beneficial or malicious. The problem is that
any specification on what makes behavior beneficial or malicious
very much depends on the current context. In the mobile world, for
instance, behavior considered malicious in one app may well be a
feature of another app:

• An app that sends a text message to a premium number to
raise money is suspicious? Maybe, but on Android, this is a
legitimate payment method for unlocking game features.

• An app that tracks your current position is malicious? Not if
it is a navigation app, a trail tracker, or a map application.

• An application that takes all of your contacts and sends them
to some server is malicious? This is what WhatsApp does
upon initialization, one of the world’s most popular mobile
messaging applications.
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Figure 1: Detecting applications with unadvertised behavior.
Starting from a collection of “good” apps (1), we identify their
description topics (2) to form clusters of related apps (3). For
each cluster, we identify the APIs used, grouped by related per-
mission (4), and can then identify outliers that use APIs that are
uncommon for that cluster (5).

The question thus is not whether the behavior of an app matches
a specific pattern or not; it is whether the program behaves as ad-
vertised. In all the examples above, the user would be informed and
asked for authorization before any questionable behavior. It is the
covert behavior that is questionable or downright malicious.

In this paper, we attempt to check implemented app behavior
against advertised app behavior. Our domain is Android apps,
so chosen because of its market share and history of attacks and
frauds. As a proxy for the advertised behavior of an app, we use
its natural language description from the Google Play Store. As a
proxy for its implemented behavior, we use the set of Android ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) that are used from within
the app binary. The key idea is to associate descriptions and API us-
age to detect anomalies: “This ‘weather’ application accesses the
messaging API, which is unusual for this category.”

Specifically, our CHABADA approach1 takes five steps, illustrated
in Figure 1 and detailed later in the paper:

1. CHABADA starts with a collection of 22,500+ “good” An-
droid applications downloaded from the Google Play Store.

1CHABADA stands for CHecking App Behavior Against Descrip-
tions of Apps. “Chabada” is a French word for the base ternary
rhythm pattern in Jazz.
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Table 3: Clusters of applications. “Size” is the number of appli-
cations in the respective cluster. “Most Important Topics” list
the three most prevalent topics; most important (> 10%) shown
in bold. Topics less than 1% not listed.

Id Assigned Name Size Most Important Topics
1 “sharing” 1,453 share (53%), settings and utils,

navigation and travel
2 “puzzle and card

games”
953 puzzle and card games (78%),

share, game
3 “memory puzzles” 1,069 puzzle and card games (40%),

game (12%), share
4 “music” 714 music (58%), share, settings and

utils
5 “music videos” 773 popular media (44%), holidays

and religion (20%), share
6 “religious

wallpapers”
367 holidays and religion (56%), de-

sign and art, wallpapers
7 “language” 602 language (67%), share, settings

and utils
8 “cheat sheets” 785 game and cheat sheets (76%),

share, popular media
9 “utils” 1,300 settings and utils (62%), share,

connection
10 “sports game” 1,306 game (63%), battle games, puzzle

and card games
11 “battle games” 953 battle games (60%), game

(11%), design and art
12 “navigation and

travel”
1,273 navigation and travel (64%),

share, travel
13 “money” 589 money (57%), puzzle and card

games, settings and utils
14 “kids” 1,001 kids and bodies (62%), share,

puzzle and card games
15 “personalize” 304 personalize (71%), wallpapers

(15%), settings and utils
16 “connection” 823 connection (63%), settings and

utils, share
17 “health” 669 health (63%), design and art,

share
18 “weather” 282 weather and stars (61%), set-

tings and utils (11%), navigation
and travel

19 “sports” 580 sports (62%), share, popular me-
dia

20 “files and videos” 679 files and videos (63%), share,
settings and utils

21 “search and browse” 363 search and browse (64%), game,
puzzle and card games

22 “advertisements” 380 policies and ads (97%)
23 “design and art” 978 design and art (48%), share,

game
24 “car games” 449 cars (51%), game, puzzle and

card games
25 “tv live” 500 tv (57%), share, navigation and

travel
26 “adult photo” 828 photo and social (59%), share,

settings and utils
27 “adult wallpapers” 543 wallpapers (51%), share, kids

and bodies
28 “ad wallpapers” 180 policies and ads (46%), wallpa-

pers, settings and utils
29 “ringtones and

sound”
662 ringtones and sound (68%),

share, settings and utils
30 “theme wallpapers” 593 wallpapers (90%), holidays and

religion, share
31 “personalize” 402 personalize (86%), share, set-

tings and utils
32 “settings and

wallpapers”
251 settings and utils (37%), wallpa-

pers (37%), personalize

Usage of clusters. Having just one dominant topic for applications
did not yield as good results, since several applications may
incorporate multiple topics at once. This also excluded the
usage of the given Google Play Store categories as a cluster-
ing strategy. Despite one might argue that clustering does not
produce different results than just clustering on the predom-
inant topics (the number of topics and cluster is almost the
same), one should also notice that clusters have quite differ-
ent features than topics.

Table 4: Sensitive APIs used in London Restaurants. The bold
APIs make this app an outlier in its cluster.
android.net.ConnectivityManager.getActiveNetworkInfo()
android.webkit.WebView()
java.net.HttpURLConnection.connect()
android.app.NotificationManager.notify()
java.net.URL.openConnection()
android.telephony.TelephonyManager.getDeviceId()
org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient()
org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient.execute()
android.location.LocationManager.getBestProvider()
android.telephony.TelephonyManager.getLine1Number()
android.net.wifi.WifiManager.isWifiEnabled()
android.accounts.AccountManager.getAccountsByType()
android.net.wifi.WifiManager.getConnectionInfo()
android.location.LocationManager.getLastKnownLocation()
android.location.LocationManager.isProviderEnabled()
android.location.LocationManager.requestLocationUpdates()
android.net.NetworkInfo.isConnectedOrConnecting()
android.net.ConnectivityManager.getAllNetworkInfo()

For instance, Cluster 22 (“advertisements”) groups applica-
tions whose main topic is about wallpapers and mention in
the description that the application is using advertisements.
This contrasts to Cluster 32 (“settings and wallpapers”), for
instance, which also groups applications that are about wall-
papers, but do not mention advertisements in the description.

One cluster per app. As it is now, each application belongs to one
cluster, which may incorporate multiple topics. This leads to
a good clustering of similar apps. A yet unexplored alterna-
tive is to allow an app to be a member of multiple clusters.
This might potentially provide better clustering results.

Choice of clustering method. Before using K-means, we experi-
mented with formal concept analysis to detect related con-
cepts of topics and features [24]; however, our implementa-
tion would be overwhelmed by the number of apps and top-
ics.

Low quality apps. App stores like the Google Play Store contain
several free applications of questionable value. Restricting
our approach to a minimum number of downloads or user
ratings may yield very different results. But then, we want to
identify outliers before users see them.

3. IDENTIFYING OUTLIERS BY APIS
Now that we have clustered apps based on similarity of their de-

scription topics, we can search for outliers regarding their actual
behavior. Section 3.1 shows how we extract API features from An-
droid binaries. Section 3.2 focuses on APIs controlled by permis-
sions. Section 3.3 describes how CHABADA detects API outliers.

3.1 Extracting API Usage
As discussed in the introduction, we use static API usage as a

proxy for behavior. Going for API usage is straightforward: While
Android bytecode can also be subject to advanced static analysis
such as information flow analysis and standard obfuscation tech-
niques that easily thwart any static analysis, API usage has to be
explicitly declared; and in Android binaries, as in most binaries on
other platforms, static API usage is easy to extract. For each An-
droid application, we extracted the (binary) APK file with apktool6;
and with a smali disassembler, we extracted all API invocations,
including the number of call sites for each API.
6
https://code.google.com/p/android-apktool
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ABSTRACT
How do we know a program does what it claims to do? After clus-
tering Android apps by their description topics, we identify out-
liers in each cluster with respect to their API usage. A “weather”
app that sends messages thus becomes an anomaly; likewise, a
“messaging” app would typically not be expected to access the cur-
rent location. Applied on a set of 22,500+ Android applications,
our CHABADA prototype identified several anomalies; additionally,
it flagged 56% of novel malware as such, without requiring any
known malware patterns.

1. INTRODUCTION
Checking whether a program does what it claims to do is a long-

standing problem for developers. Unfortunately, it now has become
a problem for computer users, too. Whenever we install a new app,
we run the risk of the app being “malware”—that is, to act against
the interests of its users.

Research and industry so far have focused on detecting malware
by checking static code and dynamic behavior against predefined
patterns of malicious behavior. However, this will not help against
new attacks, as it is hard to define in advance whether some pro-
gram behavior will be beneficial or malicious. The problem is that
any specification on what makes behavior beneficial or malicious
very much depends on the current context. In the mobile world, for
instance, behavior considered malicious in one app may well be a
feature of another app:

• An app that sends a text message to a premium number to
raise money is suspicious? Maybe, but on Android, this is a
legitimate payment method for unlocking game features.

• An app that tracks your current position is malicious? Not if
it is a navigation app, a trail tracker, or a map application.

• An application that takes all of your contacts and sends them
to some server is malicious? This is what WhatsApp does
upon initialization, one of the world’s most popular mobile
messaging applications.
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Figure 1: Detecting applications with unadvertised behavior.
Starting from a collection of “good” apps (1), we identify their
description topics (2) to form clusters of related apps (3). For
each cluster, we identify the APIs used, grouped by related per-
mission (4), and can then identify outliers that use APIs that are
uncommon for that cluster (5).

The question thus is not whether the behavior of an app matches
a specific pattern or not; it is whether the program behaves as ad-
vertised. In all the examples above, the user would be informed and
asked for authorization before any questionable behavior. It is the
covert behavior that is questionable or downright malicious.

In this paper, we attempt to check implemented app behavior
against advertised app behavior. Our domain is Android apps,
so chosen because of its market share and history of attacks and
frauds. As a proxy for the advertised behavior of an app, we use
its natural language description from the Google Play Store. As a
proxy for its implemented behavior, we use the set of Android ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) that are used from within
the app binary. The key idea is to associate descriptions and API us-
age to detect anomalies: “This ‘weather’ application accesses the
messaging API, which is unusual for this category.”

Specifically, our CHABADA approach1 takes five steps, illustrated
in Figure 1 and detailed later in the paper:

1. CHABADA starts with a collection of 22,500+ “good” An-
droid applications downloaded from the Google Play Store.

1CHABADA stands for CHecking App Behavior Against Descrip-
tions of Apps. “Chabada” is a French word for the base ternary
rhythm pattern in Jazz.
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Table 3: Clusters of applications. “Size” is the number of appli-
cations in the respective cluster. “Most Important Topics” list
the three most prevalent topics; most important (> 10%) shown
in bold. Topics less than 1% not listed.

Id Assigned Name Size Most Important Topics
1 “sharing” 1,453 share (53%), settings and utils,

navigation and travel
2 “puzzle and card

games”
953 puzzle and card games (78%),

share, game
3 “memory puzzles” 1,069 puzzle and card games (40%),

game (12%), share
4 “music” 714 music (58%), share, settings and

utils
5 “music videos” 773 popular media (44%), holidays

and religion (20%), share
6 “religious

wallpapers”
367 holidays and religion (56%), de-

sign and art, wallpapers
7 “language” 602 language (67%), share, settings

and utils
8 “cheat sheets” 785 game and cheat sheets (76%),

share, popular media
9 “utils” 1,300 settings and utils (62%), share,

connection
10 “sports game” 1,306 game (63%), battle games, puzzle

and card games
11 “battle games” 953 battle games (60%), game

(11%), design and art
12 “navigation and

travel”
1,273 navigation and travel (64%),

share, travel
13 “money” 589 money (57%), puzzle and card

games, settings and utils
14 “kids” 1,001 kids and bodies (62%), share,

puzzle and card games
15 “personalize” 304 personalize (71%), wallpapers

(15%), settings and utils
16 “connection” 823 connection (63%), settings and

utils, share
17 “health” 669 health (63%), design and art,

share
18 “weather” 282 weather and stars (61%), set-

tings and utils (11%), navigation
and travel

19 “sports” 580 sports (62%), share, popular me-
dia

20 “files and videos” 679 files and videos (63%), share,
settings and utils

21 “search and browse” 363 search and browse (64%), game,
puzzle and card games

22 “advertisements” 380 policies and ads (97%)
23 “design and art” 978 design and art (48%), share,

game
24 “car games” 449 cars (51%), game, puzzle and

card games
25 “tv live” 500 tv (57%), share, navigation and

travel
26 “adult photo” 828 photo and social (59%), share,

settings and utils
27 “adult wallpapers” 543 wallpapers (51%), share, kids

and bodies
28 “ad wallpapers” 180 policies and ads (46%), wallpa-

pers, settings and utils
29 “ringtones and

sound”
662 ringtones and sound (68%),

share, settings and utils
30 “theme wallpapers” 593 wallpapers (90%), holidays and

religion, share
31 “personalize” 402 personalize (86%), share, set-

tings and utils
32 “settings and

wallpapers”
251 settings and utils (37%), wallpa-

pers (37%), personalize

Usage of clusters. Having just one dominant topic for applications
did not yield as good results, since several applications may
incorporate multiple topics at once. This also excluded the
usage of the given Google Play Store categories as a cluster-
ing strategy. Despite one might argue that clustering does not
produce different results than just clustering on the predom-
inant topics (the number of topics and cluster is almost the
same), one should also notice that clusters have quite differ-
ent features than topics.

Table 4: Sensitive APIs used in London Restaurants. The bold
APIs make this app an outlier in its cluster.
android.net.ConnectivityManager.getActiveNetworkInfo()
android.webkit.WebView()
java.net.HttpURLConnection.connect()
android.app.NotificationManager.notify()
java.net.URL.openConnection()
android.telephony.TelephonyManager.getDeviceId()
org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient()
org.apache.http.impl.client.DefaultHttpClient.execute()
android.location.LocationManager.getBestProvider()
android.telephony.TelephonyManager.getLine1Number()
android.net.wifi.WifiManager.isWifiEnabled()
android.accounts.AccountManager.getAccountsByType()
android.net.wifi.WifiManager.getConnectionInfo()
android.location.LocationManager.getLastKnownLocation()
android.location.LocationManager.isProviderEnabled()
android.location.LocationManager.requestLocationUpdates()
android.net.NetworkInfo.isConnectedOrConnecting()
android.net.ConnectivityManager.getAllNetworkInfo()

For instance, Cluster 22 (“advertisements”) groups applica-
tions whose main topic is about wallpapers and mention in
the description that the application is using advertisements.
This contrasts to Cluster 32 (“settings and wallpapers”), for
instance, which also groups applications that are about wall-
papers, but do not mention advertisements in the description.

One cluster per app. As it is now, each application belongs to one
cluster, which may incorporate multiple topics. This leads to
a good clustering of similar apps. A yet unexplored alterna-
tive is to allow an app to be a member of multiple clusters.
This might potentially provide better clustering results.

Choice of clustering method. Before using K-means, we experi-
mented with formal concept analysis to detect related con-
cepts of topics and features [24]; however, our implementa-
tion would be overwhelmed by the number of apps and top-
ics.

Low quality apps. App stores like the Google Play Store contain
several free applications of questionable value. Restricting
our approach to a minimum number of downloads or user
ratings may yield very different results. But then, we want to
identify outliers before users see them.

3. IDENTIFYING OUTLIERS BY APIS
Now that we have clustered apps based on similarity of their de-

scription topics, we can search for outliers regarding their actual
behavior. Section 3.1 shows how we extract API features from An-
droid binaries. Section 3.2 focuses on APIs controlled by permis-
sions. Section 3.3 describes how CHABADA detects API outliers.

3.1 Extracting API Usage
As discussed in the introduction, we use static API usage as a

proxy for behavior. Going for API usage is straightforward: While
Android bytecode can also be subject to advanced static analysis
such as information flow analysis and standard obfuscation tech-
niques that easily thwart any static analysis, API usage has to be
explicitly declared; and in Android binaries, as in most binaries on
other platforms, static API usage is easy to extract. For each An-
droid application, we extracted the (binary) APK file with apktool6;
and with a smali disassembler, we extracted all API invocations,
including the number of call sites for each API.
6
https://code.google.com/p/android-apktool
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Usage of clusters. Having just one dominant topic for applications
did not yield as good results, since several applications may
incorporate multiple topics at once. This also excluded the
usage of the given Google Play Store categories as a cluster-
ing strategy. Despite one might argue that clustering does not
produce different results than just clustering on the predom-
inant topics (the number of topics and cluster is almost the
same), one should also notice that clusters have quite differ-
ent features than topics.
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android.net.wifi.WifiManager.getConnectionInfo()
android.location.LocationManager.getLastKnownLocation()
android.location.LocationManager.isProviderEnabled()
android.location.LocationManager.requestLocationUpdates()
android.net.NetworkInfo.isConnectedOrConnecting()
android.net.ConnectivityManager.getAllNetworkInfo()

For instance, Cluster 22 (“advertisements”) groups applica-
tions whose main topic is about wallpapers and mention in
the description that the application is using advertisements.
This contrasts to Cluster 32 (“settings and wallpapers”), for
instance, which also groups applications that are about wall-
papers, but do not mention advertisements in the description.

One cluster per app. As it is now, each application belongs to one
cluster, which may incorporate multiple topics. This leads to
a good clustering of similar apps. A yet unexplored alterna-
tive is to allow an app to be a member of multiple clusters.
This might potentially provide better clustering results.

Choice of clustering method. Before using K-means, we experi-
mented with formal concept analysis to detect related con-
cepts of topics and features [24]; however, our implementa-
tion would be overwhelmed by the number of apps and top-
ics.

Low quality apps. App stores like the Google Play Store contain
several free applications of questionable value. Restricting
our approach to a minimum number of downloads or user
ratings may yield very different results. But then, we want to
identify outliers before users see them.

3. IDENTIFYING OUTLIERS BY APIS
Now that we have clustered apps based on similarity of their de-

scription topics, we can search for outliers regarding their actual
behavior. Section 3.1 shows how we extract API features from An-
droid binaries. Section 3.2 focuses on APIs controlled by permis-
sions. Section 3.3 describes how CHABADA detects API outliers.

3.1 Extracting API Usage
As discussed in the introduction, we use static API usage as a

proxy for behavior. Going for API usage is straightforward: While
Android bytecode can also be subject to advanced static analysis
such as information flow analysis and standard obfuscation tech-
niques that easily thwart any static analysis, API usage has to be
explicitly declared; and in Android binaries, as in most binaries on
other platforms, static API usage is easy to extract. For each An-
droid application, we extracted the (binary) APK file with apktool6;
and with a smali disassembler, we extracted all API invocations,
including the number of call sites for each API.
6
https://code.google.com/p/android-apktool
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Research and industry so far have focused on detecting malware
by checking static code and dynamic behavior against predefined
patterns of malicious behavior. However, this will not help against
new attacks, as it is hard to define in advance whether some pro-
gram behavior will be beneficial or malicious. The problem is that
any specification on what makes behavior beneficial or malicious
very much depends on the current context. In the mobile world, for
instance, behavior considered malicious in one app may well be a
feature of another app:

• An app that sends a text message to a premium number to
raise money is suspicious? Maybe, but on Android, this is a
legitimate payment method for unlocking game features.

• An app that tracks your current position is malicious? Not if
it is a navigation app, a trail tracker, or a map application.

• An application that takes all of your contacts and sends them
to some server is malicious? This is what WhatsApp does
upon initialization, one of the world’s most popular mobile
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Figure 1: Detecting applications with unadvertised behavior.
Starting from a collection of “good” apps (1), we identify their
description topics (2) to form clusters of related apps (3). For
each cluster, we identify the APIs used, grouped by related per-
mission (4), and can then identify outliers that use APIs that are
uncommon for that cluster (5).

The question thus is not whether the behavior of an app matches
a specific pattern or not; it is whether the program behaves as ad-
vertised. In all the examples above, the user would be informed and
asked for authorization before any questionable behavior. It is the
covert behavior that is questionable or downright malicious.

In this paper, we attempt to check implemented app behavior
against advertised app behavior. Our domain is Android apps,
so chosen because of its market share and history of attacks and
frauds. As a proxy for the advertised behavior of an app, we use
its natural language description from the Google Play Store. As a
proxy for its implemented behavior, we use the set of Android ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) that are used from within
the app binary. The key idea is to associate descriptions and API us-
age to detect anomalies: “This ‘weather’ application accesses the
messaging API, which is unusual for this category.”

Specifically, our CHABADA approach1 takes five steps, illustrated
in Figure 1 and detailed later in the paper:

1. CHABADA starts with a collection of 22,500+ “good” An-
droid applications downloaded from the Google Play Store.

1CHABADA stands for CHecking App Behavior Against Descrip-
tions of Apps. “Chabada” is a French word for the base ternary
rhythm pattern in Jazz.
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Figure 4: Plots of the distances among apps in clusters 29. From left to right, these plots show the
distance between apps when using api-binary features, as in [11], api-idf, as described in Section 3.2,
and permission-idf.

2. We weighed sensitive API according to IDF. This is, in our opinion, the optimal set. We refer to this
setting as api-idf.

3. We used permissions instead of APIs, and we weighed permissions with IDF. With this, we wanted
to evaluate whether using permissions could be considered a valid alternative to using APIs. We
refer to this setting as permission-idf.

Comparing diffent settings is not trivial, as it would require an extensive manual inspection. We
instead visually compare the distance-based plots of several clusters. Figure 4 shows the plots of cluster
29, which is one of the clusters for which we have better results. From left to right, the plots show the
three different settings described above: api-binary, api-idf, and permission-idf.

We used multi-dimensional scaling, which is a statistical technique used to visualize dissimilarity of
multi-dimensional data. This allowed us to plot data in two dimensions, and at the same time preserve
the original distances in the multi-dimensional space as accurately as possible [7].

As we can see, by using permissions or APIs with IDF it is possible to differentiate the anomalies
better, since the distance between the outliers and the rest of the cluster is emphasized. Among the
two options, though, it is better to use APIs instead of permissions. In the next Section we provide more
evidence that using IDF can lead to better results.

4.3 RQ3: Malware Detection

Let us now turn to RQ3: Can our technique be used to identify malicious Android applications? For this
purpose, we used the dataset of Zhou et al. [35] containing more than 1,200 known malicious apps for
Android. In their raw form, these apps lack metadata such as title or description. As many of these
apps are repackaged versions of original apps, we were able to collect the appropriate description
from the Google Play Store. We used the title of the application and the package identifier to search
for the right match in the Store. For 72 cases we could find exactly the same package identifier, and
for 116 applications we found applications whose package identifiers were very similar. We manually
checked that the match was correct. As with our original set of “benign” apps (Section 2.1), we only
kept those applications with an English description in the set, reducing it to 172 apps.

As a malware detector, we used the OC-SVM classifier, as described in Section 3.4. Within each cluster,
we trained the model using only the applications that were not tagged as outliers by the distance-based

14
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ABSTRACT
How do we know a program does what it claims to do? After clus-
tering Android apps by their description topics, we identify out-
liers in each cluster with respect to their API usage. A “weather”
app that sends messages thus becomes an anomaly; likewise, a
“messaging” app would typically not be expected to access the cur-
rent location. Applied on a set of 22,500+ Android applications,
our CHABADA prototype identified several anomalies; additionally,
it flagged 56% of novel malware as such, without requiring any
known malware patterns.

1. INTRODUCTION
Checking whether a program does what it claims to do is a long-

standing problem for developers. Unfortunately, it now has become
a problem for computer users, too. Whenever we install a new app,
we run the risk of the app being “malware”—that is, to act against
the interests of its users.

Research and industry so far have focused on detecting malware
by checking static code and dynamic behavior against predefined
patterns of malicious behavior. However, this will not help against
new attacks, as it is hard to define in advance whether some pro-
gram behavior will be beneficial or malicious. The problem is that
any specification on what makes behavior beneficial or malicious
very much depends on the current context. In the mobile world, for
instance, behavior considered malicious in one app may well be a
feature of another app:

• An app that sends a text message to a premium number to
raise money is suspicious? Maybe, but on Android, this is a
legitimate payment method for unlocking game features.

• An app that tracks your current position is malicious? Not if
it is a navigation app, a trail tracker, or a map application.

• An application that takes all of your contacts and sends them
to some server is malicious? This is what WhatsApp does
upon initialization, one of the world’s most popular mobile
messaging applications.
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Figure 1: Detecting applications with unadvertised behavior.
Starting from a collection of “good” apps (1), we identify their
description topics (2) to form clusters of related apps (3). For
each cluster, we identify the APIs used, grouped by related per-
mission (4), and can then identify outliers that use APIs that are
uncommon for that cluster (5).

The question thus is not whether the behavior of an app matches
a specific pattern or not; it is whether the program behaves as ad-
vertised. In all the examples above, the user would be informed and
asked for authorization before any questionable behavior. It is the
covert behavior that is questionable or downright malicious.

In this paper, we attempt to check implemented app behavior
against advertised app behavior. Our domain is Android apps,
so chosen because of its market share and history of attacks and
frauds. As a proxy for the advertised behavior of an app, we use
its natural language description from the Google Play Store. As a
proxy for its implemented behavior, we use the set of Android ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) that are used from within
the app binary. The key idea is to associate descriptions and API us-
age to detect anomalies: “This ‘weather’ application accesses the
messaging API, which is unusual for this category.”

Specifically, our CHABADA approach1 takes five steps, illustrated
in Figure 1 and detailed later in the paper:

1. CHABADA starts with a collection of 22,500+ “good” An-
droid applications downloaded from the Google Play Store.

1CHABADA stands for CHecking App Behavior Against Descrip-
tions of Apps. “Chabada” is a French word for the base ternary
rhythm pattern in Jazz.
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Figure 1: Detecting applications with unadvertised behavior.
Starting from a collection of “good” apps (1), we identify their
description topics (2) to form clusters of related apps (3). For
each cluster, we identify the APIs used, grouped by related per-
mission (4), and can then identify outliers that use APIs that are
uncommon for that cluster (5).

The question thus is not whether the behavior of an app matches
a specific pattern or not; it is whether the program behaves as ad-
vertised. In all the examples above, the user would be informed and
asked for authorization before any questionable behavior. It is the
covert behavior that is questionable or downright malicious.

In this paper, we attempt to check implemented app behavior
against advertised app behavior. Our domain is Android apps,
so chosen because of its market share and history of attacks and
frauds. As a proxy for the advertised behavior of an app, we use
its natural language description from the Google Play Store. As a
proxy for its implemented behavior, we use the set of Android ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) that are used from within
the app binary. The key idea is to associate descriptions and API us-
age to detect anomalies: “This ‘weather’ application accesses the
messaging API, which is unusual for this category.”

Specifically, our CHABADA approach1 takes five steps, illustrated
in Figure 1 and detailed later in the paper:

1. CHABADA starts with a collection of 22,500+ “good” An-
droid applications downloaded from the Google Play Store.

1CHABADA stands for CHecking App Behavior Against Descrip-
tions of Apps. “Chabada” is a French word for the base ternary
rhythm pattern in Jazz.
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Figure 1: Detecting applications with unadvertised behavior.
Starting from a collection of “good” apps (1), we identify their
description topics (2) to form clusters of related apps (3). For
each cluster, we identify the APIs used, grouped by related per-
mission (4), and can then identify outliers that use APIs that are
uncommon for that cluster (5).

The question thus is not whether the behavior of an app matches
a specific pattern or not; it is whether the program behaves as ad-
vertised. In all the examples above, the user would be informed and
asked for authorization before any questionable behavior. It is the
covert behavior that is questionable or downright malicious.

In this paper, we attempt to check implemented app behavior
against advertised app behavior. Our domain is Android apps,
so chosen because of its market share and history of attacks and
frauds. As a proxy for the advertised behavior of an app, we use
its natural language description from the Google Play Store. As a
proxy for its implemented behavior, we use the set of Android ap-
plication programming interfaces (APIs) that are used from within
the app binary. The key idea is to associate descriptions and API us-
age to detect anomalies: “This ‘weather’ application accesses the
messaging API, which is unusual for this category.”

Specifically, our CHABADA approach1 takes five steps, illustrated
in Figure 1 and detailed later in the paper:

1. CHABADA starts with a collection of 22,500+ “good” An-
droid applications downloaded from the Google Play Store.

1CHABADA stands for CHecking App Behavior Against Descrip-
tions of Apps. “Chabada” is a French word for the base ternary
rhythm pattern in Jazz.
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ABSTRACT
How do we know a program does what it claims to do? After clus-
tering Android apps by their description topics, we identify out-
liers in each cluster with respect to their API usage. A “weather”
app that sends messages thus becomes an anomaly; likewise, a
“messaging” app would typically not be expected to access the cur-
rent location. Applied on a set of 22,500+ Android applications,
our CHABADA prototype identified several anomalies; additionally,
it flagged 56% of novel malware as such, without requiring any
known malware patterns.

1. INTRODUCTION
Checking whether a program does what it claims to do is a long-

standing problem for developers. Unfortunately, it now has become
a problem for computer users, too. Whenever we install a new app,
we run the risk of the app being “malware”—that is, to act against
the interests of its users.

Research and industry so far have focused on detecting malware
by checking static code and dynamic behavior against predefined
patterns of malicious behavior. However, this will not help against
new attacks, as it is hard to define in advance whether some pro-
gram behavior will be beneficial or malicious. The problem is that
any specification on what makes behavior beneficial or malicious
very much depends on the current context. In the mobile world, for
instance, behavior considered malicious in one app may well be a
feature of another app:

• An app that sends a text message to a premium number to
raise money is suspicious? Maybe, but on Android, this is a
legitimate payment method for unlocking game features.

• An app that tracks your current position is malicious? Not if
it is a navigation app, a trail tracker, or a map application.

• An application that takes all of your contacts and sends them
to some server is malicious? This is what WhatsApp does
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